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Test your limit 
The Design Based process is the second part of the journey to thesis. In this term, you 
will experience your own working style, your goods and bads in design and presenta-
tion skills, your attitude to design, your attitude to the people suurounding. In the last 4 
weeks of Term 2，which is the most stressing, tensioning, frightening period through-
out the thesis year, you will see all the potentials deep inside yourself. It is a training to 
extend your limit, to review your own abilities, and to test yourself. 
Term 2 was not an easy journey. There were a lot of struggles and anxiety. The key is 
time management. Provided with my own schedule of Term 2 for your reference, hope 
that will help alot. 
Freedom of Design 
Remember there is a wide range of choice for your design. Even though you have 
done a lot of research studies, you do not necessarily stick to them. The studies are 
to provide clues for design, not constraints. Design is always a creative process. Feel 
free to design and let your creativity take the lead. 
Re-interpretation of Thesis 
In Term 2，the essential step is to re-interpret your thesis. To really find out the poten-
tial and the design opportunities that have generated from the research work in Term 
1. You will find many ways to go, not only one. Once the direction is targeted, go 
straightly without any hesitations. Imagine that your thesis is the most contributive, the 
most interesting, the most revolutionary. You need to get the power, and run vigorously 
till the final review. 
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Design Work out 
Final Drawings, Models 
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1.0 Thesis statement 
To let a building evolve brings greater values to the city than to rebuild. This 
thesis demonstrates how evolution of a building contributes to urban renewal. 
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2.0 Introduction 
To renew the fabric in an old place, but to keep the social network and urban environment, the way is to acclimatize, both for the building and for the residents. An old place 
like the selected residential complex, has an effect to the city image and memory. An old place of accustomed population has a reluctance to alterations. The city is getting 
old demographicaiy, socialy, but not architecturally. The purpose of the thesis \s to investigate jdeas of Urban adaptation on social 
evolution，demographical changes, programmatic shifts. How to deal with old urban fabric with aged population and buildings? There is a 
social evolution in a place, which is contributed by demographic changes. Appropriate renewal of a building will bring new life to the building and even the whole neighbor-
hood. Renewal of a piece of old fabric in the city will be the core of the design project of the thesis. This thesis brings a new perspective of urban preservation. 
2.1.1 New Communal Space in Old building 
The thesis is realized through a renovation project of an old residential building. New types of programs are added to the existing settings to enliven the pure residential 
condition. 
A community is the essential form of living. It gives form to architecture. The thesis investigates the mutual relationship of architecture and community and re-form the 
architecture of community. The thesis starts from research on the core group of people in the community - the elderly. They are the gm叩 who spend the longest period 
of time, with greatest amount of participation to the communal activities. They form the community, and the community forms the architecture which in turn inspires the 
community. 
The architectural design is realized on an old residential building in Hong Kong East. The buildings form a city, a community, a neighborhood. The urban setting of the build-
ing blocks encloses a community, with people living there knowing each other. Though the building is over-crowded, under-lit, with structure mis-maintained, and most 
importantly, lacking communal spaces, it offers design opportunities of renovations and new construction for improvements. The city will undergo a series of surgeries 
and acupuncture. The city will be changed, re-thought in the thesis with ideas of renovations. It will be concluded with the order of communal architecture to be re-inter-
preted. 
The thesis is my proposition of architecture. Architecture is life style. It could be not necessarily trendy, but traditional. How people live determines how the building be-
haves. The design revives the city by imposing a new system to the existing community. , 
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3.0 Research 
3.1.0 Site Context 
The E-shaped complex has charm. The exaggerated facades impose strong urban image, leave impressive urban 
memory to the city. It is going to be in some ways preserved. � 
The complex forms a village / an estate, a community. 
The living conditions of the complex are terrible. Under-lit courtyards, too-short separations between blocks, awe-
some proportion of public spaces, un-organized underground markets and shops. There are infinite opportunities for 
improvement. 
The place has great real estate value because of the location. It lines along the King's Road, which is one of the most 
busiest road in Hong Kong, and runs through the Harbor side of Hong Kong Island. It is the gateway of the huge mid-
die-class residential district - Taikoo City. Architecturally, these facts demonstrate the high pedstrian flow and the value 
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3.1.2 City Content 
Similar to other Asian cities, Hong Kong faces the same social problem of dramatic 
demographic changes. The Content of the City is changing, so the building should 
evolve to adapt. 
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3.1.3 Elderly Towers 
The elderly tower is a new building type in Hong Kong. It 
is well designed for the elderly and the disables in terms 
of convenience. The people living inside is usually the 
gro叩 of low mobility and high reluctance to leave the 
building. The connection of the tower to the city's sur-
rounding fabric is weak. 
J 
n 
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3.2.1 Building Context 
The building is old, and 
poorly maintained. Pro-
grams like the under-
ground shopping arcade, 
the courtyards, and the 
"commercial streets"no 
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3.2.2 Building Content 
The Building accummulates a considerable number of elder group of citizens 
which has the highest reluctance to mobility. They settle and oppose to move. 
According to statistics (according to reseach study), There are around 70% 
of local tenants have reluctance to move out from the building, while 20% has 
intention to move because of the poor living condition and their economic con-
mditions allow moving. 
Social Intention • Occ叩ancyStudy on Public housing tower 
•Existing Potential for integration 
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4.1 Design Process 
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4.1.1 Facade Inhabitation 
The entire concrete facade is turned into a translucent envelope. 
The idea of truss system with glazing is employed. 
The idea of truss system with glazing is em-
ployed. 
Regular corridor and balconies make reference to 
Shek Kip Mei 7-storey residential building. 
4.1.2 Tectonics 
Negative space of the existing building block records the trace. 
The two towers are programmed with elderly homes, with different 
level of care. 
Form of each block with specific programs 
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4.1.3 Circulation 
Bridges connect different fabrics of the building. The circulation 
along the facades at certain points offers balcony spaces for the 
tenants. 
4.1.4 Structural Principles 
The first developed framework braced with slender bridges, which 
is essential to strengthen the retangular frame against shearing. 
Bridges across the 
courtyard impose 
too serious spatial 
impact. 
Corridors along the 
facade do not provide 
effective short-cuts. 
They also hinder view 
ing the courtyard fro 
the fiat. 
Inhabitable bridges developed 
Structure is further strengthened 
The irregular space truss sys-
tem is rigid and it is flexible to 
put programs and circulation into 
the space between the two enve-
lopes. 
Regular double envelope is em-
ployed to fit the existing grid. This 
offers the maximum area of bal-
cony enjoyed by the tenants. 
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4.1.5 Ground Condition 
The idea is to provide fragmented entrance from different angles 
of the building, which allows maximum circulatory ability of the 
ground level. 
Different levels of podum are developed to drain pedestrian from 
various point on the sloping road. 
The existing structure becomes the footprint of the landscape 
layout on the ground. The place becomes a monumental park. 
4.1.6 Residual Space 
The idea of void inside the existing construction begins with the 
lightwells treatments. 
The tectonic strategy allows the programs to engulf the existing 
fabric, even punch out of the outer facade, facing the street. 
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4.1.7 Integration 
The final design adopted is synthesized through a series of studies 
and selections of compatible ideas. 
Only the internal facade is renovated into transparent glazing, 
which contrast with the outer opaque concrete. At certain posi-
tions there are large punctures. 
Structurally the frame works as a huge column on 
which the boxes cantilever their weights. Structur-
al depth is expanded to 6 m minimum for specific 
programs. 
The ground is bounded by volumes with large 
distance between them for entrance into the court-
yard. 
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4.2 Design Development 
“ ' 4 V i N 
Renovation Part 1 - Removal 
The central residential block between two slender "courtyards" is demolished. The E-shaped complaex become C-shaped. The lower ground (including the messy 
market, the ina叩ropriate shopping arcade) is cleared. The ground-level shops are cleared off. Some of the apartments in the C-shaped are replaced by communal pro-
grammes. n 7 / 
Existing population: 6,650 
The number of tenants intent to move out: 6,650 x 25%=1 ,665 
Total residential GFA: 116,280 sq.m 
GFA to be removed=number of flats intent to move out x average GFA of flat 
= 1 , 6 6 5 / 2 . 5 X 30.3sq.m 
= 2 0 , 1 8 0 sq.m 
Renovation Part 2 - Addition 
There are extensive studies generating distinct proposals for the new envelope which enclaves the new courtyard. I proposed a space truss system. On each facade of 
the courtyard there are two layers of steel frame connected and su叩orted by one-way barrel truss. A self-supporting structure lines immediately outside the internal 
facade of the complex. The new structure enclaves a central courtyard which allows maximum sunlight and places for communal activities. 
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4.2.1 Programmatic Shuffle 
THE CITY RESHUFFLED - The CHANGED order of 
events in a 'public performance' 
Informal City Reshuffle leads to programmatic and 
spatial richness and uniqueness. 
The planning of residential and communal places 
is informal. The communal places are integrated 
with the residential through programmatic cham-
bers, which connect the residential tissues within 
the bundling block, and summon to form a com-
munal complex. There is a close relationship 
between the individual life and the community life. 
ORIGINAL PROGRAM INERTNESS 
1 
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TRUSS SYSTEM- main sup-
port of the structure and allow 
rooms for extension of flats 
BRACING - inhabitable bridges 
with specific programs 
The punching-out volumes are 
inside existing structure 
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The structure has a square plan. It is braced 
by diagonal trusses which span from 30 to 
over 60 metres. The trusses with larges span 
have minimum 6 metres depth. 
Truss Re-inforcement Bracing System 
The structure has a square plan. It is braced 
by diagonal trusses which span from 30 to 
over 60 metres. The trusses with larges span 
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4.2.4 Site Planning 
The ground floor is planned t achieve maximum movement and 





PUBLIC EVENT SPACE <OUIJOOHbASK.htBAaCOUHl) 
Podium level - for local residents 
The podium is for the local residents to enjoy a gathering place which 
possesses semi-private quality. The lift lobbies are on this level. 
Cultural Loop 
ART & CULTURAL EVENT 
Elevator System 
BACK H O M E 
(LIFT C O R E S E X C L U S I V E 
F O R RESIDENTS) 
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§ & 
Public programs are inserted into the residentic 
zone, dividing the original plan into pieces whi�h 
form a smaller community. 
Leisure Loop 
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4.2.5 Internal Planning 
Public programs are inserted into the residential 
zone, dividing the original plan into pieces which 
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Communal activities become part of their lives. The new 
social order facilitates the interaction between the public 
communal programs and the private residential living. 
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The addition of the communal programs 
enlivens the building, a new typology of 
building is created, which could be shared 
by both the tenants and the public. 
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A new social condition is created through the programmatic en-
counter between communal programs and residential. The media 
is the courtyard space created and the newly imposed balcony 
layer. 
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The Model is an exploration of the spatial quality of the courtyard, the relationship of the new programs to the existing surround-
ings, and the materiality of the structure and the space. The Model is in scale 1:200. 
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6.0 Conclusion & Comments 
Thesis Intention 
The purpose of the thesis is to investigate ideas of urban adaptation on social evo-
lution, demographical changes, programmatic shifts. There is a social evolution in 
a place, which is contributed by demographic changes. Appropriate renewal of a 
building will bring new life to the building and even the whole neighborhood. Renewal 
of a piece of old fabric in the city is the core of the design project of the thesis. 
Building Context follows Building Contents 
The intention to relate architecture socially to the city is a new perspective in archi-
tectural design. There is a link between architecture and the demograph of a city. 
The content of the building changes, and the building follows. Someone may argue 
that building can lead the change, architecture can lead the evolution of a city. In 
this thesis, the targeted building typology is the old building where a complex social 
networks has formed within it. The content is there, and my idea is to remain the 
building content, but change the building context. Hence, the evolution of the building 
must follow and adapt to the existing social condition. 
Programs Selection 
In the design, the add-on programs are common public facilities that can be found in 
the government social complex. Markets, Cooked food centre, library, sport facilities 
are the basic communal facilities that the government provides to the public in all 
different districts. The difference between districts is only the scale and the quanti-
ties of the facilities, which are according to the population of the each district. Those 
programs mentioned are in highest demand from the public. 
Programs Arrangement 
There is a considerable number of residents in the existing old building are elderly 
people. The selection of programs also relate to the high percentage of elderly in the 
immediate neighborhood. Therefore, the programs are arranged so that programs 
always used by elderly are arranged to touch the building directly. For instance, 
the library and the community centre are connected to the 13th floor of the ex-
isting building through the Inhabitable Bridges spatially. Those programs that are 
welcomed by younger generations such as basketball court and gymnasium, are 
planned anchored at the new annex block of the design. 
Circulating the Different Age Groups 
The Inhabitable Bridges are the key architectural moments for the mixing of different 
age groups. The bridges serves as programmatic container and also circulatory ves-
sels. Residents can go through the vessels to reach different places of the building 
to find their friends. During the journey, the residents will encounter the public. The 
bridges become the sky streets, and the existing floors connected to the sky streets 
all become street level. 
Flaneur - residents and the public 
Circulation is enhanced not vertically or horizontally, but in the form of matrix that 
three dimensional, non-directional paths are created, giving a quality of meandering. 
Residents can become Flaneur (people walking around without purpose). 
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Mixed Use 
The design achieve the mixed use planning. Such planning in a city has certain ad-
vantages. 1) maximizes the rate of space use; 2) ensure pedestrian flow throughout 
the day and hence reduces crime; 3) delocalizes population; 4) creates place iden-
tity. In this thesis, the mixed use planning is applied in a building scale. The existing 
residential complex is introduced with communal facilities which will be used in 
day-time by any kind of users. The residential-communal complex will be running 
throughout the day. 
New and Old 
The existing facade facing the King's Road and the other two facades are remained. 
The decision is made so convincingly because the 'urban look' of the building must 
remain old and full of old life. The internal courtyard is renovated with glazing and 
light-weight structure, giving a sharp contrast to the outside. But is that a conven-
tional solution to the relationship between new and old? There is always such a 
contrast created in most of the renovation projects over the world. I believe history 
is accummulated, layered. The old is a layer, the new is another layer. They stack 
in certain order. They can stack alternately facing up and down, or dangerously 
with shifting part on part. In this design, the architectural deviation of new and old 
is through materiality. Steel versus concrete. Light-weight structure versus column 
and beam. Irregular versus grid. Transparent versus opaque. They all represent the 
change of the social values. 
Urban Renewal? 
The project can be an urban renewal scheme. That can be sold to LIRA and proposed 
to become a tourist spot that can attract foreign money. The thesis has shouted so 
loudly to everyone that there are alternatives to renew a city. The entire cutting-off 
of existing fabric and erection of new towns far from city centre is a good pair to 
build the city. But that is only one of the solution, and the Government allows this 
to dominate the possibilities on urban renewal. There are ways to keep existing 
social networks during urban renewal. There are ways to preserve existing beloved 
buildings during urban renewal. Clearing up a site and placing a new foreign body 
will destroy the social network, the neighborhood, the sense of living, the reason of 
dweling together. 
Living Style Changed 
If Hong Kong people really love the mode of living nowadays (the castle housing 
development which form an island providing all daily necessities so that dwellers do 
not need to walk on the street), the city will collapse. Streets will become place of 
crime. Malls replace streets. People will be all walking underground inside the MTR 
of KCR tunnel. People living in the same floor do not know each other. Neighborhood 
become unneccessary. Everything is so protected and sterilized. 
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What is thesis statement? 
That is a question which was asked at the very beginning of last summer. Every instructor will ask students to define 
their thesis topic and to write a thesis statement. So what is thesis statement. Again, most of us were green to this and 
even through many long discussions there were no concrete conclusion. It is suggested the school should offer more 
ideas to students on what is thesis statement and how to define it. 
To me, after the whole year of thesis, the thesis statement is an argument. The stronger the contradiction involved, the 
better is the thesis statement. Every thesis statement will pose a question. Therefore, the thesis is all about asking the 
right question to architecture. What kind of questions you do want to ask Architecture? Answer is not so relevant be-
cause the final design project will be your answer to the question. There are infinite answers to one question. Thesis is 
to explore new questions. 
So, simply ask Architecture an innovative question, and you will get an A. 
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Thesis vs Project 
I try very hard to tell a story to pursuade people that what I had done is a thesis, not merely a project. 
That is what you are probably keenest to do throughout the year. In this school, Project is a design proc-
ess plus the design product. Project design ends in the second term of M.arch one. The design project 
in M.arch one should be the most sophisticated project that you have ever done. Thesis would not fur-
ther increase the complexity of the design project. Thesis is not a completely developed design project 
with sufficient data supports and infinite design developments. Thesis should be a design generator. It 
is a rule, a discipline, a framework, a belief. 
During the four years of architecture education, and one year professional practice with real projects, 
you should have many interesting questions to ask Architecture. You want to explore the questions and 
so you do thesis. After the school education, you need money or you want to spend your time, so you 
do projects. 
In thesis, something must be pre-assumed. That is the hypothesis. You will do research to check how 
much the hypothesis can apply, or you will do design to test out. Design project in the Thesis is only a 
test, not the purpose. 
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Design vs Research 
The two part of the Thesis - Design and research should not be strictly separated into two phases. In 
this school, the two phases are obviously divided. Advisors promote the attitude of focusing on re-
search in the first term. Design seems to be prohibited. 
Students should gather more knowledge on the way of thesis from formers students, advisors and 
other means. The support and the explanation of thesis from advisors are not enough. This happen at 
every corners in the M.arch 2 studio. At the end of the first semester, most of students were under-
production. While in the following semester students were forced to condense all their work load in the 
last two months. This is imbalance, unhealthy, but its common even in HKU. 
It is suggested to combine the two phases. Therefore, students are subjected to one-year design project, 
with an extensive research which last for the whole year. 
The meaning of Architectural Thesis is to design through original, extensive researches, which in turn 
become the evidence and support of the design in the final thesis presentation. 
This school of architecture should develop a more concrete syllabus for thesis students. The meaning 
is that there will be a clear goal to achieve. At the beginning of the day, none of the M.arch students were 
knowing what to do. It will be a good comparison on the topic discussed with instructors at the begin-
ning and the final thesis title printed on board for each students. It is believed that most of the students 
have great shifts in the thesis topic. 
Term 1/ 
Research + Design 
The Research work in Term 1 is not totally succeeded by the design in Term 2. The 
work does not necessarily support all the arguments in the thesis design. There is a 
break between the research in the first part and the design in the second part. It is 
suggested that the research is carried on with the design. Hence, the two parts should 
go parrallelly. However, the research will no doubt forms a certain framework for the 
design. To design, is to make the thesis statement more clarified. To research, is to 
explore ways of design in new perspective, and to find arguments to support your 
design. At the end of the year you will have done something very new and creative, but 
without poor su叩ort and research background. 
What a Thesis 
A thesis is to explore new opportunities of architecture. That can be a new design 
method, a new building typology, a revolution of existing design practice, or even a 
new design attitude. 
Why Thesis 
A thesis is not to design a building for your own interest. It is contributive to the aca-
demics and profession. A thesis has only project will never generate new things, that 
means no inspiration to architecture study. 
What you will get out of Thesis 
A thesis is your own proposition of architecture. You will find a particular field in the 
profession that you are interested through the process of thesis exploration. That is 
thesis education. 
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1. Defining Thesis Statements and Vision 
1.1 Introduction 
Is there any boundary between private living space and public 
communal space in the city? The use of communal space as 
living space is a normal phenomenon in public estates, 
especially those occupied by elderly pe叩丨e. Due to the lack of 
space within a residential unit, they extend their private life into 
the public space, blurring the boundary between living and 
communal space. Moreover, the elderly accommodation and the 
community services has a close relationship. There is potential 
to further connect the community places and living places of the 
elderly. 
In most of the districts and public estates in Hong Kong, the 
elderly who are retired and aged over 65 probably forms the 
majority population in the community life. They occupy most of 
the active programs such as parks, restaurants, 
recreation complexes...in the residential areas. There is always a 
dilemma for architects on how to design civic buildings and 
communal spaces for the elderly to support their daily life and 
extent their life from building to the urban environment. 
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The elderly group is gaining proportion in the population of 
every districts, community living will be cored with the elderly. 
"We estimate that, by 2033, people aged 65 or above will 
account for more than a quarter of our population." ‘ The 
population of the elderly is increasing and highest proportion of 
elderly population is in tlie�most high-dense areas2. Therefore, it 
is a real challenge on the living environment for the elderly within 
the hyper-dense districts. 
1 Chief Executive Policy Address 2005 
2 Sources from the Demographic Statistics Section, Population Census 
2001 
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1.2 Hypothesis 
It is expected that the population of the elderly is increasing at 
the highest rate in those high-dense areas3. It is also found that 
the elderly is not willing to move ouf due to the fact that they 
have form a specific neighborhood network and addict to the 
existing living pattern with high reluctance against changes. The 
hypothesis of this thesis is that community services can be 
integrated into elderly accommodations in more condense 
settings. And this thesis will propose a completely new typology 
of elderly living complex with new linkage to the community. 
Figure 1.1 Programmatic 
model of the design proposal 
3 Statement from the Demographic Statistics Section, Population Census 
2001, also see Appendix A 
4 "Comprehensive Study on the Housing Needs of the Elderly in Hong 
Kong", Hong Kong Housing Society 
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1.3 Purpose of Thesis 
The underlining architectural issue is the relationship of private 
living and public communal place. The thesis aims to create a 
new typology of elderly living environment in the city, and to 
establish a new relationship between the elderly people and the 
community. � 
Since the community service agencies relate to elderly 
accommodations in different levels according to their specificity, 
thesis will also review the relationship between different 
community services with elderly home, so as to develop a new 
program for elderly living. 
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1.4 Design Proposal 
To design for the group of elderly who are capable of 
independent living, a stack-up form of community is proposed to 
be the new form of elderly living community in Hong Kong high-
dense areas. An integrated living complex for the elderly will be 
the solution. 
The elderly who live in public estates usually extend their life 
outside their homes to the corridors, playground, and streets. 
There exists the issue of privacy of the living space and the 
public space. To compress their living places Into a vertical form 
will exaggerate the conflicts between private and public spaces, 
living and communal places. 
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1.5 New Tvpoloav of Elderly Home 
It is observed that Hong Kong typical housing estates with high 
proportion of elderly population adopt the combination of elderly 
housing with community service such as community centre, 
health care centre, kindergartens, parks, sport fields on the 
ground and lower floors. They form a harmonic system of living 
environment for the elderly. 
The thesis aims to explore the possibilities on the integration of 
elderly living and other programs such as community centers 
and even kindergartens within a single building, so as to create a 
new typology of elderly residential complex in high-dense city 
environment with high proportion of senior citizens. 
'"Mixed Development' projects may preferably be located 
adjacent to social service agencies and medical and health 
centers. As such, close collaborative relationship between 
the private developers and these service agencies should 
be developed in providing the elderly residents with 
appropriate in-home care, medical and health services. “ ® 
In reality, there is such an urgent need. 
Hong Kong Housing Society Annual Report 2005 
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The new typology of elderly home is not only a design of new 
housing scheme, but is also a proposition of new relationship 
between the living and the communal place, an experiment of 
private and public space. 
1.6 Memory as Genius Loci 
The elderly people form a group of living memory. They 
reshape their living environment through their living style, 
experience, and memory. They re-create their own places within 
a given constructed environment. Memory becomes the design 
operation by the elderly in the community. All these memories 
form the intangible blueprint for the making of the community 
and the space of the communal places. 
Memory can become the essence of a place, giving the place a 
distinct quality and sense of belonging. Norberg-Schulz's 
influential Genius Loci can be used to elaborate the idea: 
"A place is a space which has a distinct character. Since 
ancient times the genius loci, or spirit of place, ahs been 
recognized as the concrete reality man has to face and come 
to terms with in his life. Architecture means to visualize the 
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genius loci and the task of the architect is to create 
meaningful places where he helps man to dwell. 
Memory is an essential element for a 
"place" to be inhabited. It becomes the 
"Genius Loci", the intangible urban 
element forming a community in the city. 
According to Trancik, "The place theory 
goes one step beyond figure-ground and 
linkage theories in that it adds the 
components of human needs and cultural, 
historical, and natural contexts... This 
response to context often includes history 
and the element of time and attempts to 
enhance the fit between new design and existing condition.“ 
In terms of artwork and theory, it is possible to manipulate 
memory to be a design operation. Rachael Whiteread practiced 
casting to record a house (fig. 1 _2). She recorded the events and 







6 NORBERG-SCHULZ, Christian: Genius Loci: Towards a Phenomenology 
of Architecture. New York: Rlzzoli, 1979 
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time of the house by simply applying casting on every surfaces 
of the house. She did create space in architecture, and at the 
same time, she did create a "memorial" fagade for the 
surroundings, which can be called urban strategy. The Casting 
method is itself a construction method with a high complexity of 
theoretical back-叩. � 
In the works of Whiteread, a sculptor who focus on the capture 
of spatial memory and quality of rooms, monumentality re-
generates memories. She used plaster to cast the interior of 
every detail on every surface, in every room of a building. She 
used a negative form of objects to reveal the past. The negative 
form provokes people to think, to recall, to memorize the 
deconstructed positive objects, and the trace of life on those 
pieces. 
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3.0 Research 
3.1 Elderly Home 
3.1.1 Typical Elderly Home 
The research on elderly home 
focus on the linkage between the 
residential unit and the communal 
space, such as activities rooms 
and dining halls. The boundary 
between private living place and 
public communal place is hence investigated in a building level 
through a series of existing precedents. 
The communal places are usually located at the end of the 
circulation or central at the circulation core. Such setting creates 
a varied distance from each residential unit to the communal 
places. Some are closer to the places, while the others not. The 
places are hence not infiltrating each single 
Figure 3.1 Visit to elderly home, 
2002 
residential unit. 
"To consider additional decentralized intermediate living spaces, 
each of modest area of about 3 sq.m” be allowed and shared 
between adjacent dormitories to foster a sense of neighborhood 
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living for small-grouped activities."飞 From the research by Prof. 
Bernard Urn, it is concluded that a sense of neighborhood living 
is an important concept in architectural design for the elderly. 
3.1.2 Single Elderly Towers 
The Hong Kong Housing Society (HKHS) has been promoting a 
new housing scheme for the elderly since the mid of 2004. They 
are respectively the Cheerful Court in Kowloon Bay, and the Jolly 
Place in Tseung Kwan 0. They are the first generation of elderly 
housing scheme that adopt integration of accommodation and 
supporting facilities and services in one single building. 
The emphasis of the "elderly towers" on design specificity to 
elderly living bases on two aspects: 
1. interior private facilities such as handrails, lowered stoves, 
barrier free living conditions, advanced shower tub, alarms, 
which stress on the improved quality of living conditions. 
2. exterior shared facilities such as swimming pools, clinic, 
gymnasium, restaurants and community hall, which 
concentrate on the lower floors of the towers. 
7 LIM, Bernard, Design Parameters for Elderly Living in Hong Kong, 
Department of Architecture, CUHK 
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The living units are separated and shared spaces are limited to 
shared facilities on the lower floors. The grey areas are the living 
units and the colored areas are the community services (fig. 2.2). 
Spatially there is no chance for the elderly to live on a sense of 
neighborhood inside the building. 
1/F 3/F 
5-26/F 
Figure 3.2 Plans of Cheerful Court showing programmatic connections 
The research on typical elderly home and single elderly towers 
provides a comprehensive reference for the programmatic basis 
of the design project. It demonstrates a critical point that in the 
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society there is such a need for the integration of living and 
community services into one single building. The cases studied 
here are not the best illustration for architectural design of an 
elderly tower. What is lacking is the sense of community and the 
places for communal living, which is the issue this thesis always 
sticks on. � 
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3.2 Space of Playing 
Research on the Space of playing for children focus on the 
space created by the playing objects in the playground. Those 
objects include sliders, tunnels, bridges, climber and some other 
forms of these kinds of structure (fig. 2.3). The characteristics of 
these structures for children has a totally inverse intention and 
interpretation for human body (fig. 2.4,2.5) and activities against 
that of the elderly. The elemental qualities of the space for 






Figure 3.4 Studies on Space for 
Figure 3.5 Studies on children mobility and spatial 
requirements 
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3.3 Memory 
2.3.0 The Cycle of Building, The Cycle of a Man 
Raimund Abraham discussed the architectural issue on memory 
as foilowings: 
"Architecture becomes the idealized language of historical 
associations whereby ideal ought to be defined as a form of 
radical clarity. The past as a representation of historical 
myth or historical documentation can neither be conquered 
nor erased: it reveals itself through the fragments of space 
and time. Memory is transformed into spatial events.，' 
The investigation on the idea of life cycle of a building existing in 
the city forms the theoretical basis for the thesis. 
Figure 3.6 John 
Soane, aerial view of 
the Bank of England 




Herzog & de 
Meuron, Natural 
Wictr>r\/ 
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"A construction site is a reverse ruin. “ Robert Smithson 
Architect like John Soane (1753-1837) solved the problem 
of representing a finished project by depicting buildings as 
ruins. Here is shown the aerial view of the Bank of England 
represented as a Roman ruin (fig. 2.6).... Photographs of 
the construction site use fragments to evoke a whole that is 
otherwise impossible to depict adequately® 
There is a never-ending process of construction and destruction 
in the city. The construction of buildings implies the destruction 
of the previous ones. The concrete cores and columns which are 
not yet covered by curtain walls represent the growth of the-
building. The peeling off the fagade, exposing the inner concrete 
core, however, suggests the decay of a building. This is the cycle 
of a city. Every building is going to be turned down, but the issue 
is how. Something must remain. The cycle of a building is just 
like that of a man. The elderly is undergoing rapid decay in both 
physical and psychological conditions. 
The relationship between a construction site and a ruin is a 
Ursprung, Philip, Exhibiting Herzog & de Meuron, Natural History 
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reciprocal function. They are not the same state, it is a matter of 
time. They are the two ends of a process. They are the same in 
real matter, but the consequence differentiates them. 
A ruin always provokes memories. It has no functions and is 
forgotten. It is replaced by a construction site, and then another 
new building, which cast some other new memories for other 
people before it becomes another ruin. 
3.3.1 The Memory of a City 
There is always a selection process on permanence and 
impermanence. The permanence is retained to give spatial 
events into which memory can be transformed. The 
impermanence is totally erased without any hesitation. A residual 
wall that reveals the space and construction of the past building 
is the permanence. It stands out in the city, with dignity and 
memory. 
"The manifestation of the memory of spatial events form the 
history of the site is idealized through the abstraction of the 
language of architecture, while the elements of architecture 
become the catalysts for the process of memory." R113, Unbuilt, 
Raimund Abraham 
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3.3.2 The Memory of a Building 
In Tate Modern, the permanence (the chimney, the internal steel 
frame, the windows, the lighting and the extreme proportion of 
the gigantic hail) is retained, as a catalyst for the process of 
memory. Memory becomes the starting point and the ultimate 
achievement of architecture. In terms of an architectural thesis, 
this is a methodology that generates design and construction 
ideas. 
In reality of Hong Kong, The transition, integration and interaction 
between old and new urban fabric is a serious urban and 
architectural issue. Buildings are constructed and deconstructed 
in a very short cycle. Within a district, the co-existence of new-
fabrics and old fabrics are so common that the phenomenon is 
gaining its significance to generate urban and architectural 
problems. 
3.3.3 The Memory of a Person 
Memory accumulates through time, while it transform through 
space. Elderly people acquire memory of the city, the building, 
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the people around for over sixty years. Children have no memory 
of the surrounding. The memory of the elderly people is valuable 
to the society. Old generation invent culture, new generation re-
invent it. 
Elderly adults retrieve memories at every encounter of urban 
places. Memories are burdens. Memories are membrane that 
covers the true facet of the cityscape. The elderly is familiar with 
the city. 
"Children seek to dereify and redeem the objects and 
spaces of the city that have become frozen and forgotten in 
adulthood. The recovery of the 'at first sight' of the Berlin 
metropolis is an act of critical redemption." Walter 
Benjamin 
Children are unfamiliar with the city. Elderly adults retrieve 
memories at every encounter of urban places. Children gain 
memories at every encounter. Elderly trace back to the past. 
Children put forwards, to imagination, to metaphor, to 
speculation. 
"with the view of the child we no longer are and with the 
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view of the child to whom the city was not familiar". 
Here are some metaphors of memory on urban architectural 
elements proposed by Benjamin: 
1. Networks of street and alley-ways 一 knotted, intertwined 
threads of memory � 
2. Open spaces of the urban environment - voids and blanks of 
forgotten things 
3. Lost times - overlooked places 
The metaphors form a system of the design of living and 
communal space for the elderly complex. 
3.3.4 Purely Tectonics 
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Memory can be a methodology. It generates research ideas, 
design ideas and construction ideas. This is demonstrated in the 
preliminary research works on pure tectonics study on the topic 
of presence and absence (fig. 2.7). Memory becomes the 
process of space making. The set of models has two poles: the 
positive and the negative. The question dose not concern about ‘ 
which one is positive and negative, but devote on the process in 
which every action in the positive set of models is recorded and 
redo in negative at another poles until the two sets merge into 
one. 
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4. Design Proposal 
An old residential complex in Quarry Bay was selected as a 
design experiment to test the design operation. 
4.1 Memory as Design Operation 
The urban strategy dealing with the residential complex in Quarry 
Bay makes reference from the artwork by Rachel Whiteread (fig. 
4.1 ). The simple act of casting is supported by a series of 
philosophy that concerns about memory. It also coincide with 
the idea of record-recall of the ancient Chinese stone tablets in 
Figure 4.1 Rachel Whiteread's working process and finished works, 
Source: Rachel Whiteread, Transient Spaces 
. J •‘ 
The site is casted into the negative form of the original building 
complex (fig. 4.3). 
Figure 4.2 Ancient Chinese tablets 






The existing site consisted of five 20 storey towers connected in 
a E-shape, with two elongated courtyards sandwiched by three 
of the towers. The two courtyards are switched from void to 
solid, becoming the physical object, while the original towers 
around become the surrounding space, the void (fig. 3.4). Every 
details on the fagade of the courtyards is casted and suddenly 
turned inside out, facing the surrounding environment. Such a 
operation spatially reveals the latent, hidden memory and identity 
of the place (the internal courtyard) to the outside of the building. 
Everything that was covered, internalized, mythical, was 
discovered, externalized and become open to public. 
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4.2 Design on Site 
4.2.1 The two residential towers 
The two towers derived from the two courtyards carry the 
memory of the residents' dwellings. The fagade of the towers are 
just the negative fagade of the existing buildings. The modules, 
the dimensions, the details, the dwelling traces like any 
additional structure, all remain on the new fagade, but is turned 
monolithic, become abstract. 
A further development of the design of the relationship of the tow 
towers are revealed in the diagrammatic sketches (fig. 4.5), 
showing various ideas and concepts on the spatial and 
programmatic linkage of the two. 
Figure 4.5 Nine design concepts following the "flipping of 
volume" design operation 
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4.1.2 Park on the Ground 
The Park at the ground floor, connecting the towers physically to 
the urban environment, is designed through the transformation of 
the design operation. The configuration of the existing structure 
is adopted as the blueprint of the park (fig. 4.6). It generates both 
the spatial definition and the circulation within the park and 
between the park and building, the park and the surrounding. 
IT,： 
Figure 4.6 Proposed design of the park on the ground floor 
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4. Site Context 
4.1 Figure-around 
There is no community life at the ground level in the tower-
oriented residential area of Quarry Bay. According to the 
Trancik's figure-ground theory, "vertical buildings strewn as 
objects on the landscape cannot give spatial structure to the 
environment because of inadequate ground coverage. “ In 
Hong Kong residential areas most are covered by vertical 
elements and Quarry Bay is just a typical one. Civic building and 
places are not going to connect with the ground level and places 
are fragmented. Community life is correspondingly fragmented 
and sheared into pieces without linkages. It is not working to 
erect towers on large open space as it would "result in vast open 
spaces seldom used or enjoyed". Such an urban planning design 
can be traced back to the work by Hilberseimer's "The Ideal 
City" in 
1920 (fig. 4.1). The Utopian planning coincide with the present 
living space of Hong Kong in many perspectives. 
The best reference of the relationship of the community place 
and the living places can be demonstrated in the Giambattista 
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Nolli's Map of Rome, drawn in 1748 (fig. 4.2). It shows the 
connection between the interior and the exterior of the buildings. 
I n . 滋 
Figure 4.1 Lugwig Hilberseimer. The Ideal City. 1920. The drawing 
represents the modernist Utopia with high-rise building in 
straight, parallel rows 
Source: Roger Tranclk Finding lost space : theories of urban 
design 
It differentiates the civic space and the private space. At the 
same time the structure of the buildings provide clues of 
programs and memory. Such configuration can be interpreted in 
a smaller scale 一 the building level. 
The design of the thesis is therefore to incorporate the 
communal places into the vertical buildings, so that the civic 
activity zone spreads vertically into the residence directly. In 
Quarry Bay, there are several mega shopping malls and rarely an 
open park in the urban context. Creation of open space for 
leisure use is impossible and impracticable according to the 
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figure-ground theory. Therefore, in the design proposal elderly 
residence is the programmatic core of the building and the 
彳 m m LJ! 
Figure 4.2 Giambattista Nolli. Map of Rome. 1748. S 
Nolll's map graphically shows the figure-ground 
relationship of a traditional city as Rome, where civic 
space is carved out of the private living tissue, forming a f ^ 
kind of system, an entity. ^ 
community services are attached to the core equally in space. 
4.2 Place (Memory) 
The existing site is an easily recognized building complex at the 
turning corner of one of the busiest road in Hong Kong, the 
King's Road (fig. 4.3). The front towers form a huge urban wall 
textured with old windows and colors, which exert a certain 
pressure to the surrounding. It is already a landmark® according 
to Lynch. It is a place for the elderly. 
The two courtyards formed by the three towers are the 
community activity zones for the residents in the existing building 
complex. The dramatic proportion and the growth of the facade 
nal structure and daily stuff evident the living history 
e leave a certain memory in it. The courtyards are the 
memory for the 
The exterior 
on the other 
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Figure 4.3 Site location plan 
Figure 4.4 View of internal courtyard 
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5. Programmatic Contents 
5.1 Elderly Home 
The part of residence is the core of the program of the design 
project. There will be a variety of residential unit for different 
groupings of the occupants. Hence, there will be different levels 
of communal space: 
1. Within a residential unit (shared space) 
2. among the residential unit (corridor space, common room) 
3. communal facilities (community hall, restaurant, sports hall, 
health centre) 
and the children is in an absolute reciprocal relationship. It 
enriches the program of the community centre by bringing 
people of different age group into the "elderly building". 
5.4 Integration 
The integrated program results in an elderly home with 
community centre as an immediate supporting program to 
gather community life for the district. 
5.2 Community Services 
The part of community program is an attachment on the core of 
accommodation. They are spread throughout the zone of 
residence, infiltrate into the zone, and re-connect the residential 
units. 
5.3 Kindergarten 
The program of kindergarten is to increase the complexity of the 
building spatially and programmatically. It contrast with the 
elderly home spatially since the spatial requirement of the elderly 
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6. Conclusion 
6.1.1 Places to be Summoned 
Places of private and public nature are together for a synergic 
spatial and programmatic experience and benefit. Such an Idea 
of spatial summon is based on the sustainability of a place. 
Kevin Lynch, planner and author of several significant books on 
place theory, discuss the idea: 
Just as each locality should seems continuous with the 
recent year past, so it should seem continuous with the near 
future. Everyplace should be made to be seen as developing, 
charged with predictions and intentions... We live in time 
places. 
As mentioned by Trancik: "Individuals must exercise some 
control over their environments." Dwellers of a place should 
get hold of not only the private living places, but also the public 
community places. There should be potential in the place for 
alteration, extension and growth, it seems that such an extension 
of private life to public spaces is possible only when the 
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residents get control of the place and form a neighborhood with 
other residents as a community. 
6.1.2 Boundary to be Dissolved 
"A boundary is not that at which something stops, but as the 
Greek recognized, the boundary is that from something begins 
its presencing." Martin Heidegger 
In this thesis, the relationship as well as the boundary between 
private and public, living and communal is always investigated 
and researched. The boundary is that from the 
community activities begin its presencing from the living place, 
and vice versa. In this thesis the proposed design is a 
dissolved, ambiguous boundary where community places and 
living places are merging in certain occasions. This is a living 
style in the old good days. Is that suitable in the present reality 
with high complexity of social network and security concerns? 
Or is that suitable for the future environment which is never 
predictable? 
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6.1.3 Memory to be Forgotten 
In Hong Kong, new development usually redevelops a site 
regardless of the existing fabric. However, in a city there are 
primary elements (monuments, piazzas, historical buildings...) 
that deserve no demolition and removal, and leave important 
urban memory to the existing site. How should we respond to 
the primary elements and build around, upon them? Or is there 
any point to retain them, to preserve the memory? 
6.3.1 Preliminary Design Review 
In the design proposal of the thesis, the entire old building 
complex in Quarry Bay is torn down and new high-rise buildings 
are erected for the sake of "experiencing memory operation". 
However, in reality people living there can only recall the building 
form in an urban scale. It can be hardly ensured that the original 
residents would live there again, doing the same activities and 
the memory of the people would remain at that places. Such 
demolition can be traced back to the urban renewal in Boston 
West End District. 
The original urban feature of the West End was a mixture of row 
houses and tenements. In the 1950s, "urban renewal" led the city 
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of Boston to decide that West End was "blighted1�" and should, in 
the name of progress, be flattened to create room for luxury 
high-rise apartments. By 1960，a neighborhood once home 
7,000 people had been erased, to be replaced by massive 
concrete towers. Reference could be made in the Appendix B for 
the process and the scale of the demolishment.^^ 
In this view, what is the purpose of renewal? Is that mean the 
"design operation" developed in the thesis research only deal 
with memory on theoretical level, but never on a practical level? 
1° Blight - identical to the term "slum" in urban planning, with mor 
explanation in the Note 、 
11 Personal work on ARC5310 Urban Design and Planning, 2004 
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Appendix A - Hong Kong Demographic Statistics 
R者比例（百分比） 
Proportion of Older Persons (%) 
I 6.0- 8.9 
！ I 9.0-11.9 
j I 12.0 - 14.9 
3 > 15.0 
Sources: Demographic Statistics 
Section, Population Census 2001 
9 校K地闽 jstiB 取 n m 泡 J f e f t ® ? ? . 
Map data reproduced with pcnnission of the Director of Lands ® Hong Kong. 
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